Workshop FILM IT! #nachts
FOR TEENS FROM THE AGE OF 14 | HAUS DER KUNST

The night has a magical quality. For most, it is the time when people come to rest, when they
retire to their homes to sleep. But there are also the restless ones, the sleepwalkers, the night owls
and criminals. Many of these are looking for something or for themselves. In 14 stations, the
exhibition takes visitors on a journey through the night, that time between dreams and reality. On
display are films, videos, installations and photographs from the Sammlung Goetz that reflect the
different facets of a nightly foray.

Do you want to become creatively active and transform your nocturnal experiences into an art film using your mobile
or smartphone? If so, then join us and let yourself be inspired by the works in our current exhibition! With the help of
light, shadow, non- colors, sound, your body and various other materials, you can stage fantasy worlds, daydreams,
obscure night films or night- walking clips! Your ideas for #filmit and #nachts will know no bounds. Afterwards, you
can share your film clip on social media and with other young artists!
We are offering two workshop formats in the context of FILM IT! #nachts in the studios of Haus der Kunst:
WORKSHOPS FOR SCHOOL CLASSES AND REMEDIAL CLASSES
Dates:
FRI 19.07.2019
FRI 27.09.2019
FRI 11.10.2019
FRI 22.11.2019
FRI 06.12.2019
Duration: 10-12.30 am
Partecipation: free, limited to 15 participants
Registration: post@filomele.de
Location: Haus der Kunst, Prinzregenten Str. 1, 80538 München (Meeting point: Entrance area near the admissions
desk)
Language: German
PUBLIC WORKSHOPS
Dates:
FRI 16.08.2019
FRI 06.09.2019
FRI 01.11.2019
Duration: 14-16:30 pm
Partecipation: 9 EUR pro Person
Regitration: post@filomele.de
Location: Haus der Kunst, Prinzregenten Str. 1, 80538 München (Meeting point: Entrance area near the admissions
desk)
Language: German
Please remember to bring your smartphone and wear comfortable clothing that can get dirty!
The workshops are made possible through the generous support of the Kunststiftung Ingvild und Stephan Goetz and
are a cooperation of Sammlung Goetz with Haus der Kunst and the art agency FILOMELE.
Find all films of the FILM IT! workshop series on YouTube!
Downloads:
PDF Flyer
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